RR-AN-76:
Eagle in flight above the forest, sunset scene looks very beautiful. Red sky, red clouds, foggy
forest, all these consist of great picture.
Look at this eagle, beautiful but powerful. This is totally hand painted, art value feeling strong.
See that paws, we know, eagle paws are very strong and sensitive, means powerful.
In China, people like hang up the photos on the wall of office, or home reading room, means the
host hope his or her business or study successful and powerful.
Now people change the photo to handmade oil painting to decorate, meaning unchanged but the
quality improved, art value employed.
The swings are very big and full, means its ability of flying, can be a long time, be far away.
The artist did a perfect control for the colors and lights to this oil painting, you can sense a lot
step by step from the painting on its art feel.
Wild animal oil painting.
Many other perfect images on eagle flying:

1) How’s about the popularity of animal oil painting for worldwide buyers?
As per our business record, the most popular to the paintings is animal oil painting. For both
collection or decoration.
2) Do you sell oil paintings online?
No, we don’t , we just provide the buyer handmade oil painting based on the inquiry or
orders directly from the buyer.
3) How about the size of the painting? Any size can be offered?
Yes, any size can be offered, so please list out all the details while sending us the order.
4) Can you paint a totally new oil painting based on my photo but with some modifications like
add something or rid something from the photos due to my personal favorite?
Yes, of course, just remind you that most of our artists create a lot of original oil paintings.

